JCTSE In-Training Exam (ITE) Initiative

For all first-year cardiothoracic surgery residents at traditional 2-year, 3-year, or 4/3 programs scheduled to begin their training on July 1, 2013

Registration Opened: April 24  
Registration Deadline: May 17  
Exam Date: July 13

- Feedback provided on residents performance
- 20 residents randomly selected to attend CT Surgery Curriculum Review course
- Expenses covered by the JCTSE
- Spring 2014: All CT surgery residents to take the ITE
- July 2013 and spring 2014 exams compared
- Results will determine: if review course improved residents’ baseline knowledge, assess performances during first year of training and identify if curriculum and didactic programs are effective

Douglas J. Mathisen, MD  
JCTSE Board Chair  
May 4, 2013

Return Registration Form and Letter of Agreement to:  
Rebecca Mark, MA, MBA - JCTSE  
rmark@jctse.org